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INT. AUDITORIUM - NIGHT

Montage of clips from past Christmas Groove concerts. Quick 
cutting, zooms in and out, and rocking music underneath.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
They’ve been called the most 
Christmas-y rock-and-roll band in 
the world, high-flying hit makers 
as notorious offstage as they are 
onstage. 

INSERT: clips of interviewees. Each clip is its own shot, a 
close-up with shallow depth of field, lots of colors, framed 
at a slight Dutch angle.

JIM GARBER
These people were outlaws. These 
people lived on the edge.

ERIC VAN HORN
We watched It’s a Wonderful Life 26 
times... straight.

JOE VIOLI 
They are the quintessential 
Christmas rock-and-roll band. 
They’ve taken over the platform 
vacated by Trans-Siberian Orchestra 
eons ago.

INT. BACKSTAGE - NIGHT

Fake some footage of Christmas Groove rehearsals, band member 
interactions offstage, laughing together, gathered together 
in a circle, etc.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Now, the controversial and 
uncompromising story of the 
Christmas Groove: The Story Behind 
the Music.

INSERT: Either the actual intro to VH1’s Behind the Music, or 
just the Christmas Groove logo zooming in onscreen with the 
subtitle “Behind the Music” sliding in under it. 

FADE OUT.

EXT. COLBRUNN HOUSE - DAY

Establishing shot of Colbrunn house.



Note: B-roll in the next few flashbacks will be shot in black-
and-white.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
The Christmas Groove started in 
2004 in a sleepy suburban town in 
Northeast Ohio.

INT. LIVING ROOM - COLBRUNN HOUSE - DAY

The founding members of the Christmas Groove sit in the 
living room surrounded by instruments and some sound 
equipment talking in a circle.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
A couple of friends decided that 
they wanted to put on a Christmas 
concert, the likes of which had 
never been seen before.

INSERT: more clips of interviewees, similarly shot, this time 
with lower-thirds of names to introduce them.

PAT
I was blown away by this concept. I 
immediately quit my job and went on 
the road with these guys.

SCOTT
When Eric asked me to join the 
band, I asked my mom, and she said 
I could. I just had to be in bed by 
9.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM - COLBRUNN HOUSE - DAY

Brief montage of the band playing toy instruments to “Silent 
Night” with long pauses after each phrase and loud plunks 
from a triangle in the spaces. 

PAN TO the living room couches, where 5 people, bored out of 
their minds, sit in attendance.

The song ends (terribly). 3 attendees clap 
unenthusiastically, one of whom is Scott’s mom.

SCOTT’S MOM
You’re doing great, sweetie!
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EXT. HOPE CHURCH OFFICES - DAY

Note: all B-roll is in color from now on.

A band member (okay, it’s ERIC McADAMS, but you don’t need to 
know that) drives up to the Hope Church office building, 
parks, gets out of the car, and walks inside.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Despite the positive reaction of 
all those in attendance, the band 
felt like they needed something 
more.

INSERT: interview.

SCOTT
We heard about this new piano 
player in town, so our manager set 
up a meeting with him.

INT. HOPE CHURCH OFFICES - DAY

ERIC is directed by a SECRETARY to an office. The sign on the 
door reads:

“Jim ‘Wild Man’ Garber”

INSERT: an interview with Jim Garber, in his office.

JIM GARBER
(in response to question)

How did I get the name ‘Wild Man’?
(rolls his eyes)

INSERT: more interviews.

JODI
We went out to breakfast with this 
guy and...

(leans in)
He put hot sauce on his eggs!

(gestures with fingers and 
hands like mind is 
exploding)

JONI
It was epic.

JODI
Crazy.
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ERIC LUCIANO
Wild, man.

JONI
We knew right then and there that 
it was this kind of creative genius 
that was going to put us over the 
top.

INT. JIM’S OFFICE - HOPE CHURCH OFFICES - DAY

Interview.

JIM GARBER
I really felt something for these 
guys.

INTERVIEWER (O.S.)
What was that?

JIM GARBER
Pity. Yeah. When they asked if I’d 
join the band... I was kinda 
worried for my own safety if I said 
no.

INT. SANCTUARY - HOPE CHURCH - DAY

Clips of the band playing toy instruments to “Santa Claus is 
Comin’ to Town” with JIM hammering on the keys.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
After ‘Wild Man’ joined their 
ranks, attendance grew 
exponentially.

The crowd watching has now grown to 20 people, all still 
bored. The song ends (terribly), and 5 people slowly clap 
unenthusiastically, one of whom is once again Scott’s mom.

SCOTT’S MOM
You’re doing great, sweetie!

INT. HALLWAY - HOPE CHURCH - DAY

Clips (shot handheld) of band members walking in and out of 
sanctuary to bathroom, cafe, or drinking fountain. ERIC 
LUCIANO goes to the fountain and starts drinking when SCOTT 
comes over. Eric stops drinking and politely lets Scott take 
a drink. The exchange is very polite.
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
Despite their onstage success, 
offstage things were beginning to 
fall apart.

INSERT: interview.

ROBB
If it wasn’t one thing, it was 
another with these guys. I mean, 
the D-sharp incident... I thought 
those guys were gonna kill each 
other.

INT. SANCTUARY - HOPE CHURCH - DAY

RAY is playing at his keyboard (practicing an E-flat minor 
chord) when DAVID comes over to him. The exchange is very 
polite.

DAVID
Hey, Ray, I think you’re playing a 
D-sharp in that chord. It’s 
creating dissonance.

RAY
Oh, so sorry, David. Here, let me 
change that to an E-flat.

He plays the chord again. (It’s the same chord, of course.)

DAVID
Perfect. Sounds super.

RAY
Thanks, you too!

FREEZE FRAME as they shake hands and smile. The image zooms 
in slowly and turns darker, black-and-white.

ROBB (V.O.)
The tension in the room was 
palpable.

INSERT: interview.

ROBB
It was like, if tension were 
butter, you could cut it with a 
butter knife.

(beat)
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Not, like, when it’s half melted, 
‘cause then it’s easy to cut. I 
mean, like--

INSERT: still image zooming in of VW van with the Christmas 
Groove logo on the side. DISSOLVE TO a still picture of the 
whole band (from 2013).

NARRATOR (V.O.)
However, despite all the fighting, 
the band hit the road and played to 
bigger and bigger crowds each 
night.

FADE OUT.

INT. SANCTUARY - HOPE CHURCH - DAY

Close-up of ERIC VAN HORN on bass, enjoying himself a little 
too much. BRIAN on electric next to him briefly turns to him, 
annoyed.

INSERT a clip of Eric’s bass solo in 2012 on “Angels We Have 
Heard On High”?

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Fame finally got to Eric’s head. He 
felt like the band was holding him 
back, and that he could find 
greater success on his own.

INSERT: interviews.

JOY
We should have seen the writing on 
the wall.

PAT
He really started acting up at 
rehearsals.

Back in the sanctuary, ERIC VAN HORN and BRIAN are mid-
argument. (This one isn’t very polite.)

BRIAN
Why don’t you just lay out on this 
verse, all right?

ERIC VAN HORN
Beyonce doesn’t have to lay out for 
a verse! Why should I?
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He puts his bass down, and the CAMERA FOLLOWS HIM out of the 
sanctuary as he storms into a room where a ripped piece of 
notebook paper has been taped onto the door: “ERIC’S DRESSING 
ROOM”. The door slams shut, and the sign falls off, revealing 
another sign: “MEN’S ROOM”.

INSERT: interview.

ERIC VAN HORN (CONT’D)
So many people came up to me after 
each show saying it was really 
good, but how much better it would 
have been with more bass solos!

EXT. ERIC’S HOUSE - DAY

ERIC puts a cheaply-made sign in his front yard. His garage 
is empty except for a chair, an amp, and his bass guitar. 
There are a dozen folding chairs set up outside the garage. 
Eric’s got a big ol’ smile on his face.

The sign reads:

“IT’S BEGINNING TO LOOK A LOT LIKE BASS-MAS
CONCERT TONIGHT AT 5PM!”

NARRATOR (V.O.)
So Eric left the band to perform 
his own solo Christmas show.

CUT to Eric playing in his garage to an audience of two: 
DIANA and DEANNA, both practically bored to tears.

CUT to Diana and Deanna walking away from the garage.

Subtitle reads: “10 MINUTES LATER”

NARRATOR (V.O.)
It was an instant failure.

The faint voices of those attending can be heard as they walk 
away.

DEANNA
Was that supposed to be sad? 
Because it was really sad.

DIANA
I have no idea what I just saw.

INSERT: interview.
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ERIC VAN HORN
(twiddling thumbs)

Turns out that 2 hours of Christmas 
bass lines isn’t as festive-
sounding as you would think.

(lowers head)

EXT. COLBRUNN HOUSE - DAY

A car pulls up into the Colbrunns’ driveway, and ROBB comes 
out to greet the driver, JOE VIOLI.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
After Eric rejoined the band, they 
decided they needed someone to take 
them to the next level. They found 
that someone in world-famous 
alternative rock producer Joe 
Violi.

INSERT: interviews. Joe’s lower-third reads: “JOE VIOLI: 
Producer, Menudo, Milli Vanilli”.

JOE VIOLI
They came to me and said they 
wanted to record an album.

INT. BASEMENT - COLBRUNN HOUSE - DAY

The band practices as Joe works with the sound equipment. The 
band looks and sounds nuts, and Joe knows it, shaking his 
head and cringing.

JOE VIOLI (V.O.)
So we went into the studio and, I 
have to be honest, it was like 
nothing I’d ever heard before.

INSERT: interviews.

JONI
We played our hearts out because we 
knew that working with a producer 
of this caliber was a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity.

SCOTT
I mean, c’mon, this guy produced 
Milli Vanilli! Everything the guy 
touched turned to gold.
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JAMES
And after we finished the first 
song, he looked straight at us and 
said something that totally changed 
our sound forever.

BAND MEMBER #2 leans in and is about to say the words when we 
CUT back to the studio, where Joe tells the band himself.

JOE VIOLI
Don’t. Play. Another. Note. Ever.

The band looks at him in stunned silence.

INSERT: interviews. Joe’s unbelievably embarrassed.

JOE VIOLI (CONT’D)
Now, what I meant was for them to 
never even assemble again. But they 
somehow thought I was telling them 
to do some kind of avant-garde 
performance?

JAMES
Genius! Pure genius! Silence, 
music’s original alternative!

INSERT: still image zooming in of band’s album cover. Maybe 
reads: “Christmas Groove: Silence is Golden” with nothing but 
the words on a white background? Also maybe an edited image 
of a Billboard top albums list with the album at number zero?

NARRATOR (V.O.)
The band put out an album with 
nothing on it. It was the best-
selling debut album ever.

INT. STAGE - NIGHT

The band performs somewhere onstage - and by ‘perform’, I 
mean stand there still with their instruments not playing or 
singing a note.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Their national live tour was just 
as successful.

Scott looks briefly at his wristwatch, then addresses the 
crowd.
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SCOTT
Thank you very much!

(turns to Eric)
Nicely done.

INSERT: interview.

JEFF
It was the easiest 500 dollars I 
ever made.

INSERT: cover of Rolling Stone with a picture of the band on 
it. Cover reads: “Christmas Groove: The best band you’ve 
never heard.”

NARRATOR (V.O.)
The new sound had propelled them to 
superstardom.

FADE OUT.

INT. BASEMENT - COLBRUNN HOUSE - NIGHT

The band sits around in a circle in discussion (inaudible). 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Unfortunately, their success was 
short-lived, and discontent in the 
band was becoming the norm. That’s 
when things came to a head.

INSERT: interviews.

ROBB
That ‘tension butter’ was beginning 
to spread all over us. Like we were 
a piece of bread.

(beat)
I guess if the butter was cold, 
it’d be harder to spread--

JOY
We needed a change. We were playing 
nothing to nobody.

JONI
Scott’s mom even stopped coming to 
the shows.

BRIAN
So Robb comes to us with this idea.
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We see ROBB and the band in the basement and he pitches this 
idea (inaudible).

BRIAN (CONT’D)
He says we should play “Little 
Drummer Boy” and have drums 
stretching from one side of the 
stage to the other, people banging 
on buckets and barrels, and a huge 
drumline.

ERIC LUCIANO
And we were all like, Wow!

(scoffs)
What a knucklehead! Nobody wants to 
see that!

DAVID
Talk about dumb ideas. We were 
making a living doing nothing! 
Why’s he have to go and mess with 
it?

JEFF
He only gave me 1 microphone to 
work with anyway, so I don’t know 
what he was thinking!

ROBB
(beat)

You ever try to butter a waffle?

INSERT: footage of “Little Drummer Boy” being performed over 
the years.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Despite their initial objections, 
the band came around to the idea, 
and it has rekindled their 
friendships as well as the magic of 
Christmas.

INSERT: still photographs of band members interacting with 
fans. Maybe intercut video clips of real Christmas Groove 
concerts with clips of large crowds at concerts in big 
arenas?

NARRATOR (V.O.)
As a result, year after year, more 
and more people experience the 
Christmas Groove, brought to them 
by a band transformed from humble 
beginnings to internationally 
famous rock stars.
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INSERT: interview.

ROBB
Seriously. You ever try to butter a 
waffle?

(beat)
See, the Christmas Groove is 
like... no, life... life is like 
buttering a waffle. It’s really 
difficult, and no matter how hard 
you try, things don’t always go 
your way. You end up just making a 
big mess of things.

(beat)
But there are those times when 
everything just gets in the 
grooves. There ain’t nothing like 
it.

(tearing up)
When you experience that Groove, 
there ain’t nothing like it.

(wipes tears)
I’m sorry, keep rolling.

ERIC VAN HORN
Group hug!

CUT from interview close-up to wide shot of room, where 
everyone in the band gathers around Robb for a group hug.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
And that’s what makes the Christmas 
Groove the Christmas Groove. It’s 
like a big group hug to your 
buttered waffle.

DISSOLVE in Christmas Groove logo, with subtitle “Celebrating 
10 Years” or something like that.

FADE OUT.

(Maybe a quick end-credits scroll with every job credited to 
Alan Smithee?)

END.
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